SECRET SICILY EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE

DISCOVER THE CENTER OF
MEDITERRANEAN CULTURE
6

DAYS

–5

NIGHTS

A tailor made itinerary with
exclusive services for an
unforgettable luxury
experience.
An original and authentic
journey that will take you
through the outstanding
locations of our sites and show
you the unique past of Sicily as
no one has ever shown you
before.

SECRET SICILY EXCLUSIVE AND LUXURY EXPERIENCE
DAY 1
Arrival - Ragusa

Arrival at the airport of Catania and
private transfer to Ragusa.
Check-in at the hotel*****.
In the afternoon guided walking tour of
the wonderful Ragusa Ibla.
Dinner in a starred restaurant.

DAY 2
Baroque Valley

DAY 3

5 DAY

Regaleali- Palermo

Palermo

Transfer to Regaleali Estate, in the Madonie
mountains to discover a geniune Sicily. Visit
of a cellar, wine tasting and lunch.
Overnight in Palermo, in a 5 stars hotel

This day is dedicated to centuries of history
from Palazzo Steri, Palazzo Abatellis, an
example of Catalan-Gothic architecture. Lunch
and shopping tour with personal shopper
(antiquities, jewellery, handcraft, gastronomic
delicacies ),to end in a guided visit to Teatro
Massimo the third largest opera house in
Europe

DAY 4

Palermo

6 DAY
Free time and departure from Palermo

Admire the magnificent Baroque of the
Val di Noto "Unesco Heritage". whereas
many palaces and monuments reveal
the opulence of eighteenth-century.
Lunch in a high cuisine restaurant. The
tour will take a sweet taste by visiting
Modica, and its famous chocolate
laboratories, Dinner in a typical
restaurant.
LET US DESIGN YOUR TALYOR MADE ITINERARY

info@prcrepubbliche.it, tel. +390916622261

Discover the arab-norman style "Unesco
Heritage": The tour starts from the Norman
Cathedral of Monreale, afterthat, visit of the
Royal Palace with its world famous Palatine
Chapel, and the magnificent Cathedral. Lunch
at the restaurant of an historic hotel. Late
afternoon refreshment in the sumptuous
Palazzo Gangi which became legendary when
Luchino Visconti decided to film the
magnificent ballroom scene of "Il Gattopardo".
Dinner in a glamorous osteria at the historical
center

Accommodation in Double
Use Single room with breakfast
in 5 stars hotel
Private luxury minivan with
driver
n. 1 Dinner in starred restaurant
All Meals as described in the
tour programme
n. 1
winetasting
specialized local guides for all
the visits
Entrance tickets to
monuments/museums
Cocktail in an aristocratic venue
Minimun 6 participants

